[Wavelet NeighShrink method for grid texture removal in image of solar radio bursts].
The data received from solar bursts contain a lot of noise, which makes further processing more difficult. To remove the noise and enhance the image, we studied the properties of the NeighShrink threshold function and analyzed the influence of neighborhood window size on the denoising result, on the basis of which a new wavelet NeighShrink square root method for image denoising is presented. Firstly, each channel of the solar burst image is normalized, which can, to some extent, remove the horizontal grid texture in the image. Secondly, the preprocessed image is decomposed by wavelet transform, and the obtained wavelet coefficients are thresholded by NeighShrink square root method. Finally, the denoised image is reconstructed by inverse wavelet transform. The experimental results show that the presented method is effective in noise removal and image enhancement.